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Introduction. The aim of this paper is to extend the cohomology theory of

Hochschild to commutative Banach algebras and to investigate some con-

sequences that may be derived from this extension. Suppose A is an associa-

tive algebra and Pis an A1-module. Then in [5](2) Hochschild attached to this

pair, A, P a sequence of abelian groups Hk(A, P), k = 1, 2, • • • . These groups

are called cohomology groups.

Three principal results of [5] are the following.

Theorem A. In order that the finite dimensional associative algebra A be

separable, i.e. semi-simple over every algebraic extension of the ground field, it is

necessary and sufficient that Hk(A, P) vanish for all two-sided A -modules P

and all positive integers k.

Theorem B. If A is a finite dimensional associative algebra, then a necessary

and sufficient condition that H2(A, P) should vanish for all A-modules P is that

for every finite dimensional algebra B with radical R, if B/R = A, then there

exists a subalgebra A' of B with B=A'@R.

Theorems A and B are then used to give another proof of the Wedderburn

principal theorem.

Theorem C (Wedderburn). Let B be a finite dimensional associative alge-

bra and R its radical. If A =73/7? is separable, then there exists a subalgebra A'

of B with 73 = A'67?.

Without topological considerations if we do not require the algebra A to

be finite dimensional, then Theorems A and C are no longer valid. For a

discussion of this we refer the reader to [9] and [ll].

When considering the Wedderburn principal theorem for Banach algebras

we shall require that the subalgebra A' of 73 be closed and hence that A' is

both isomorphic and norm-equivalent to A. In [4], Feldman has shown that

there exists a Banach algebra 73 with one-dimensional radical 7? such that

73/7? = /2 (the algebra of square summable sequences with coordinate-wise
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multiplication) but with no closed subalgebra A' of B satisfying E = 4'©E.

Bade and Curtis [2] have considered the Wedderburn principal theorem

in the case A = C(X), the Banach algebra of complex-valued continuous func-

tions on a compact Hausdorff space X. Among other things they show the

following. (1) If X is extremely disconnected and B/R=C(X) then there

exists a unique closed subalgebra 4' of B with E = 4'©E. (2) If the radical

E of B is finite dimensional and B/R=C(X), any compact X, then there

exists a unique closed subalgebra 4' of B with B =A'®R. (3) If B/R = C(X)

and if there exists a closed subalgebra 4' such that B = A'®R, then 4' is

unique. (4) There exists a Banach algebra B with radical E and B/R= (c), the

algebra of convergent sequences, such that no closed subalgebra A' satisfies

E = 4'0E.
In this paper we consider commutative Banach algebras and define one-

sided "normed" 4-modules. We shall see that Theorem A does not extend,

but that the connection between the vanishing of 772(4, M) for all normed

4-modules M and the Wedderburn principal theorem carries over to the

present case almost in its entirety. §3 is devoted to a generalization of

Theorem B.

In §4 it is shown that if X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, then for

all normed C(X)-modules M, Hl(C(X), M)= {o} and H2(C(X), M) = {o}.

As a result the following Wedderburn type theorem holds. Suppose B is a

commutative Banach algebra, X is a locally compact Hausdorff space,

B/R=C(X), R is nilpotent and E and the closure of every even power of E

have a Banach space complement in B. Then there exists a unique closed

subalgebra C of B with B = C®R.
1. Basic definitions.

Definition 1.1. Suppose 4 is a commutative Banach algebra. Then

(M, ■) is a normed A-module if, and only if,

(i)  M is a Banach space,

(ii)  (M, •) is a left 4-module in the usual sense,

(iii) sup{||a-»î|| | ||a|| =||m|| = l} < ».

In case (M, •) is a normed 4-module, ||a7|| will denote sup{||a-m|| | ||a||

= ||m|| = l}.

Since we shall be dealing principally with one-sided left modules the adjec-

tives "one-sided" and "left" will usually be omitted. Two extreme but useful

types of modules are described in the following definition.

Definition 1.2. Suppose 4 is a commutative Banach algebra and (M, ■)

is a normed 4-module. Then

(i) (M, •) is unital if, and only if, mEM and a-m = 0 for all aEA imply

m = 0.
(ii) (M, •) is a zero 4-module if, and only if, a-m = 0 for all aG4 and

m EM.
It is easy to see that if 4 has an identity then Definition 1.2(i) is equiv-
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aient to the usual definition of unital (unitary) module. If A is a commuta-

tive Banach algebra and (M, •) a normed A -module, then one can use the

fact that each mQM may be written as ra = l-ra + (ra —1-w) to prove the

following.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose A is a commutative Banach algebra with 1 as the

identity and (M, •) is a normed A-module. Let Mo= {raGAf|*-ra = 0/or all

xQA} and Mx={l-m\mQM}. Then (Mo, •) is a zero normed A-module,

(Mx, ■) is a unital normed A-module and M= Ma@Mx.

If A lacks an identity, then A-modules need not be decomposable as a

direct sum of a zero normed A-module and unital normed A1-module. Indeed

let A be the algebra of absolutely convergent sequences on the integers with

addition and multiplication defined coordinate-wise. Let ii=L1(0, 2tt). If

aQA and/GT-KO, 2tt) let a-f be that function in Ll(0, 2r) whose Fourier

transform is given by (a-/)\ = 0 if w<0 and (a-/)\ = a„/„ for «^0. Then

Mo= {fQL^O, 2tt)|/„ = 0 for ra^O}. But M0 has no complement in M [S].

Definition 1.3. Let 7 be a bounded isomorphism of the commutative

Banach algebra A onto the commutative Banach algebra A'. The normed

A'-module (M, •) and normed ^'-module (M', •') are said to be isomorphic

provided there is a bounded isomorphism 7' of M onto M' such that for all

aQA and mQM, 7'(a-ra) =7(a) -'7'(ra).

We now list a series of definitions relating to cohomology groups on which

most of the results are based. In Definitions 1.4 through 1.8, A will always

represent a commutative Banach algebra, (M, •) a normed A-module and

k an element of w, the set of positive integers.

Definition 1.4. A (k, M)-cochain of A is a Jfe-linear map of AX • • -XA

(kA's) into ilf. The coboundary operator ô which maps (k, M)-cochains of A

into (k+l, M)-cochains of A is defined for each (k, M)-cochain/by

*

3/(0i) ' • - , ak+x) = ax-f(a2, • • • , a*+i) + ¿1 (~^)'f(au ' ' ' » *<*<+ii • • • , <**+i)
t-i

+ (-l)*+Wr/(ai, • ■■ ,ak).

Definition 1.5. If/is a (k, M)-cochain of A and S/=0, then/is a (k, M)-

cocycle oí A. If k> 1, then the cochain/ is a (k, M)-coboundary of A provided

/=ôg for some (k — 1, ilf)-cochain g of A. The (1, Af)-cochain / is a (1, M)-

coboundary of A provided/=0.

Remark. It is shown in [5] that 65/= 0 for all cochains/.

Definition 1.6. A (k, Jlf)-cochain of A is said to be bounded provided

there exists c>0 such that | |/(ai, • • • , ak)\\ ^c||ai|| • • • ||a*|| for allai, ■ ■ ■ ,ak

QA. If / is a bounded (k, M)-cochain of A then

11/11 = M{c\ \\f(ax, • • • , d*)|| g c\\ai\\ ■ ■ • \\ak\\, atQ A]

= sup{||/(ai, • • • , a*)11 | ai G A, i = 1, • • • , k and ||a,|| = l}.
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Definition 1.7. We let Ck(A, M) be the set of bounded (k, AT)-cochains

of 4. Zk(A, M) is the set of bounded (k, M)-cocycles of A and Bk(A, M) is

the set of bounded (k, A7)-coboundaries of 4.

Under addition each of the three sets just defined is a commutative group.

Definition 1.8. The factor group Zk(A, M)/Bk(A, M) is the k-dimen-

sional cohomology group of A into M and is denoted by 77*(4, M). Elements of

77*(4, M) are called (k, M)-cohomology classes of 4.

Usually (1, A7)-cocycIes are called derivations and we shall use the two

terms interchangeably. Then 771(4, M) is the set of bounded derivations of

A into M when we make the convention that Bl(A, M) = {o}. This paper

will deal almost exclusively with one- and two-dimensional cohomology

groups.

Since 5 is a bounded linear map of Ck(A, M) into Ck+l(A, M), we have the

following.

Theorem 1.2. Suppose A is a commutative Banach algebra and (M, •) is a

normed A-module. Then for kEto, 0e (A, M) is a Banach space and Zk(A, M)

is a closed subspace of Ck(A, M). The norm is that given in Definition 1.6.

Remark. Example 2.1 will show that B2(A, M) is not necessarily closed in

CA(A, M) and thus cohomology groups need not be Banach spaces.

We state without proof two theorems which may be easily verified.

Theorem 1.3. Suppose Ais a commutative Banach algebra, (M, •), (Mi, ■)

and (M2, •) are normed A-modules and M=Mi®M2. Then for all fcGw,

77*(4, M) is isomorphic to 77*(4, A7i)©77*(4, M2).

Theorem 1.4. Suppose A and A' are isomorphic commutative Banach alge-

bras and the normed A-module (M, ■) is isomorphic to the normed A'-module

(M', •'). Then for each kE<¿, each of the following is a pair of isomorphic groups:

(C"(A, M), C(A', M')), (Z"(A, M), Z"(A', M')), (B"(A, M), B"(A', M')) and
(77*(4, M), Hk(A', M')).

Theorem 1.5. 7/4 is a commutative Banach algebra with identity 1 and

(M, ■) is a zero normed A-module, then Hk(A, M) = {o} for all kEo>.

Proof. Suppose /GZk(A, M). A straightforward computation shows that

the (k — l)-linear map g defined by g(xi, • • • , x*_i) = — /(l, Xi, • • • , x*_i) is

bounded and satisfies/=5g.
As a result of Theorems 1.1, 1.3 and 1.5 the vanishing of cohomology

groups of algebras with an identity depends only on whether the correspond-

ing groups vanish over unital modules.

Now let 4 be a commutative Banach algebra without an identity. Then

we let A. be the algebra obtained by adjoining a unit to A in the usual way

[7, p. 59]. Elements of A, are denoted by x* or (x, X) for xG4 and X a

scalar. The multiplicative identity (0, 1) is denoted by e. The norm of Xx is

Ml+W.
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Definition 1.9. Suppose A1 is a commutative Banach algebra with no

identity and (M, •) is a normed A1-module. Then we say that the normed

AVmodule (M, ■) is an extension in the canonical manner provided x\-m

= ¡c-ra+Xra for all mQM and x\QAt.

The extension in the canonical manner is unital.

Theorem 1.6. Suppose A is a commutative Banach algebra without an

identity and (M, •) is a normed A-module. Then when (M, •) is considered as

an A,-module in the canonical manner, the following hold:

(i) H\A„ M)={0} if, and only if, Hl(A, M) = {o}.
(ii) 772(A«, M) = {0} if, and only if, H2(A, M) = {0}.

Proof. If d is a bounded derivation of A into the normed A"-module

(M, • ), then the map dl : d'(x\) =d(x) for x\QAe is a bounded derivation oí A,

into the AVmodule (M, •). Conversely if d' is a bounded derivation of Ae into

M, then d: d(x) =d'(xo) is a bounded derivation of A into M. Clearly in each

case d = 0 if, and only if, d' = 0 and so Hl(A, M) = {0} if, and only if, Hl(A„ M)
= {0}.

If / is a bounded (2, M)-cocycle of A, then f':f'(x\, yM) =f(x, y) is a

bounded (2, M)-cocycle of Ae which is a bounded (2, M)-coboundary of A,

if/is a bounded (2, ilf)-coboundary of A. Indeed if/=5g, then/' = Sg', where

g'(x\) =g(x). Conversely if/' is a bounded (2, Af)-cocycle of A„ then f:f(x, y)

=/'(xo, yo) is a bounded (2, M)-cocycle of A and is a (2, J17)-coboundary of

A if/' is a (2, M)-«»boundary of A1«. For if /' = 5g', let g(x) =g'0>co). Then

/=5g. Thus 772(A, ili) = {o} if, and only if, H2(A„ M)={o}.
2. Some examples. As we noted in the introduction, a basic theorem in

[5 ] states that a necessary and sufficient condition that a finite dimensional

algebra A be separable is that 77*(A, M) should vanish for all 2-sided A-

modules (M, •) and all kQos.

We show now that if we add the condition that A he a commutative

Banach algebra, remove the requirement that A be finite dimensional and

consider normed A-modules and bounded cochains, then this result need no

longer be true. We give three examples of Banach algebras A and normed

A1-modules (M, •) for which 772(A, M)^{o}.

Example 2.1. Let A=l2 and {ek} be a complete orthonormal basis. If

x= y^2t.1xkekandy= ^t-xVkek, define multiplication in A hyxy= ^k.xXkykek.

Then A1 is a commutative semi-simple Banach algebra. Let K he a 1-dimen-

sional Banach space and assume • is defined to make (K, ■) a zero normed

A1-module.

We define the bounded (2, K)-cochains /„ by fn(x, y) = 2t=i xkyk/k112.

Then one sees that/„GZ2(/2, K) for all nQw. If g(x) = - X£.i xk/k1'2, then

g„ is a bounded linear functional with Sgn=/n and so fnQB2(l2, K). The

(2, TQ-cocycle/:/(*, y) = X)"-i xkyk/k112 has the property that ||/-/n||->0

since  \f(x, y)-fn(x, y)| =| £"-„+i xkyk/k1,2\ è(n-r-l)~l'2\\x\\ \\y\\. However
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fEB2(l2, K). Indeed should there exist a bounded linear functional g on I2

with/= 5g, then we would have g(ek) = l/k112. But { Z^!=i x/c/k112} need not

converge. Hence we have constructed a normed /2-module (K, •) for which

772(/2, E)^{o}.

Remark. Example 2.1 also shows that B2(l2, K) is not closed.

Remark. It is clear that a necessary condition that a (2, J7)-cochain/ of

a commutative Banach algebra A be a (2, A7)-coboundary is that f(a, b)

=f(b, a) for all a, bEA.
Example 2.2. Let A = C1([ — i, l]x[ — 1, l]), the algebra of continuous

functions on the unit square having continuous first partial derivatives. The

norm in A is given by

HU = NU + +

Let (K, •) be the 1-dimensional unital normed .4-module with u-m = u(0, 0)m

for all mG-4, mEK. A direct verification shows that the bounded (2, K)-

cochain / defined by

/(«, v)
/du\       /dv\

\dxj (o,o) \dy/ (o.i

is a bounded (2, E)-cocycle of 4. Since there exist u, vEA with/(w, v) 9if(v, u)

we may conclude that B2(A, K)^C2(A, K) and that H2(A, K)^\o}.

In the following example we anticipate a result of §4.

Example 2.3. Let A be the algebra of continuous functions on the unit

circumference which are boundary values of functions analytic on the unit

disc. For u, vEA, define/(m, v) by

r«(i) - «(0)"1 r »(0 - »(0) 1
/(«,v)(t) = y   t wj»'(o) + [    t wj«'(o),    hi = i.

Then f(u, n)G4. A straightforward computation shows, too, that / is a

bounded (2, yl)-cocycle of 4.

We shall see (Lemma 4.5) that if/=5g, then for 2^«Gw

nu n~l-g(u) - g(u") = 2Z «'■/(«. wn_<_1).

Now f(z, z) = 2 and /(z, zk)=zk~1 if k>l, where z is the identity function.

Then if u = z,

nzn~l-g(z) -~g(zn) = (n - 2)zn~2 + 2zn~~2 = nzn~2.

Thus g(z)(í) = (l/ra)í(-1+B)g(zn) + lA, if  |il-1 and 2g«Gco. Hence g(z)(t)

= l/i. Since g(z)EA we have 772(4, A)* {O}.

Thus for three modules representing, perhaps, the most natural ones, we
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have examples of commutative semi-simple Banach algebras whose 2-dimen-

sional cohomology groups do not all vanish.

3. Cohomology groups and the Wedderburn theorem. In this section we

extend some of the results of §6 of [5 ] to commutative Banach algebras and

bounded cochains. All our extensions are quite direct.

Definition 3.1. Suppose 4 is a commutative Banach algebra. Then

\B, a, R} is a normed extension of A provided

(i) B is a commutative Banach algebra;

(ii) <r is a bounded homomorphism of B onto 4 ;

(iii) R is the radical of B and the kernel of a;

(iv) there exists a bounded linear map p of 4 into B such that crp(a) =a

for all aG4.
Remark. If B, a, R satisfy (i), (ii), (iii) above, then (iv) is equivalent to

(iv') E has a Banach space complement in B.

Remark. If A is semi-simple, then every homomorphism of a Banach

algebra B into A is bounded.

Definition 3.2. Let 4 be a commutative Banach algebra. Two normed

extensions \B, a, R} and {B', a', E'} of 4 are isomorphic provided there

exists a bounded isomorphism 7 of B onto B' with a'I = a.

Definition 3.3. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra. The normed

extension \B, a, E} is called singular provided E2= JO}.

Definition 3.4. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra. The normed

extension {B, <r, R} splits provided there exists a closed subalgebra A' of B

such that 5 = 4'0E.
Definition 3.5. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra and (M, •) a

normed A -module. Then a bilinear map / is a commuting (2, A7)-cochain

provided/(o, b)=f(b, a) for all a, bEA.

We note that if /is a commuting (2, A7)-cochain of 4 and /' is cohomolo-

gous to/, then/' is also a commuting (2, Af)-cochain of 4. We can thus talk

about commuting (2, M)-cohomology classes of A. These are the relevant

ones here since the algebra itself is commutative.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose A is a commutative semi-simple Banach algebra. If

we identify corresponding cohomology classes over isomorphic normed A-modules,

then there is a 1-1 correspondence between classes of isomorphic normed singular

extensions of A and bounded commuting 2-dimensional cohomology classes of A.

Proof. Consider the normed singular extension \B, a, R) of 4. We shall

associate with it a normed A -module (E, •) and a bounded (2, E)-cohomology

class of A. As the definition of • take a-r=p(a)r for some p satisfying (iv) of

Definition 3.1. If pi also satisfies 3.1 (iv) and aor=pi(a)r, then aor = a-r

since pi(a)—p(a)ER and E2= JO}. Thus • is independent of the particular

p that is used. Furthermore ||a-r|| ^iVJ|a|| ||r|| where, in fact, N may be taken

to be inf ¡|p||. We have therefore defined a normed 4-module (E, •) which is

completely determined by \B, <r, E}.
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The bounded bilinear map/p:/p(a, b)=p(a)p(b)—p(ab) takes AXA into

7? since of „(a, b) =0 for all a, bQA. One can verify that/p is a bounded com-

muting (2, 7?)-cocycle oí A. If pi is another bounded linear map of A into 73

with o(px(a)) = a, then it is shown in [5, p. 66] that fp(a, b) = ffl(a, b)

+5(p—px)(a, b) and so fn is cohomologous to/„. Thus the bounded (2, 7?)-

cohomology class f„ of which /p is a member is uniquely determined in this

manner by {73, a, 7?}. We now show that if {73', <r', 7?'} is a normed singular

extension of A which is isomorphic under 7 to {73, <r, 7?}, then the cohomology

class determined by {73', a', 7?'} in the manner described corresponds in a

natural way to that determined by {B,o,R}. First we observe that if aQA,

then

o-'(p'(a)) = a = <r(p(o)) = </7(p(a))

and so p'(a) — Ip(a)QR. Hence

a-'I(r) = p'(a)7(r) = (7p)(a)7(r) = 7(p(a)r) = 7(a-r)

showing that 7 is also a bounded operator isomorphism between the two

normed ^-modules (7?, •) and (7?', •'). As a result isomorphic normed singular

extensions lead to isomorphic normed A"-modules.

The map Ip is a bounded linear map of A into 73' with o'(Ip)(a) =a. Hence

/ip is a bounded (2, 7?')-cocycle of A which lies in the (2, 7?')-cohomology class

of/,'. Since/ip(a, b)=If„(a, b) for all a, bQA, the bounded (2, 7?')-cohomology
class /„' determined by {73', o', R'} is an isomorphic image by I of the

bounded (2, 7?)-cohomology class/, determined by {73, o, R}.

Conversely suppose (7?, •) is a normed A-module and / is a bounded

commuting (2, 7?)-cocycle of A. Let 73/ be the direct sum of A and 7? where

for each aQA and r G 7?, \\(a, r)\\ = (1 + 7C)||a|| + ||7?|| ||r|| where

7C = max(||/||, ||7?||). If (a, r) and (b, s)QB/ define a multiplication in 73/ by

(a,r)(b, s) = (ab, a-s + b-r + f(a, b)).

Since/ is a bounded commuting (2, 7?)-cocycle of A it can be shown that this

multiplication is associative and commutative and that with these definitions

and operations 73/ is a commutative Banach algebra.

The mapping a¡: (a, r)^>a is a bounded homomorphism of 73/ onto A

with the kernel of oy, 7?/ equal to {(0, r)|rG7?}. Since 7?J={(0, 0)} and

Bf/R/ is semi-simple, 7?/ is the radical of 73/. The map p¡: a-+(a, 0) is bounded

and linear and oyp/(a)=a for all aQA. Therefore {73/, oy, R¡} is a normed

singular extension of A. The bounded (2, 7?/)-cocycle f„f derived from

{73/, a/, Rf} is (to within a trivial correspondence) identical with/. Indeed

f„(a,b) = (0,f(a,b)).
If / and fx are corresponding bounded (2, 7?) and (2, 7?i)-cocycles over

isomorphic normed A1-modules (7?, •) and (7?i, -i), then it is easily shown that

the corresponding normed singular extensions {73/, oy, 7?/} and {73/j, oylt 7?/,}

are isomorphic.
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Finally let/' be a bounded (2, E)-coc}'cle of 4 which is cohomologous to

/.with g bounded linear and/=/'+5g. Consider the map 7: (a,r)^>(a,r+g(a))

which takes B¡ onto B¡>. Since f=f'+bg, we can verify that J((a, r)(b, s))

= J(a, r)J(b, s) showing that J is a bounded isomorphism. Moreover

o-f>(J((a, r)))=a/'((a, r+g(a)))—a^=af((a, r)), so that o-¡'J=<j¡. Hence the

normed singular extensions \B¡, a¡, R¡\ and [Bf, tr¡>, R¡>\ are isomorphic

and all is proved.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose \B, <j, R\ is a normed singular extension of the

commutative semi-simple Banach algebra A. Then the following are equivalent :

(i)   [B,<j,R\ splits;
(ii)  The (2, R)-cocycle f„ is cohomologous to 0.

Proof. If (i) holds, a is easily seen to give an isomorphism of 4' onto A.

Let p be the inverse of this isomorphism. Since p(ab) =p(a)p(b) we have/„ = 0

and thus (ii) holds.
Conversely if/, is cohomologous to 0, then [B, <x, R] is isomorphic to

{Eo, tr0, Eo}. Here B0 = Bf with/ = 0. Since E0 = 4 ®R and the decomposition

preserves multiplication in B, we have the necessary direct sum.

Corollary 3.3. Let A be a commutative semi-simple Banach algebra. A

necessary and sufficient condition that every normed singular extension [B,a, E}

of A split is that for every normed A-module (M, •), each bounded commuting

(2, M)-cocycle is a bounded (2, M)-coboundary.

If H2(A, M)= {o} for all normed A-modules (M, ■), then every normed

singular extension \B, <j, R\ of A splits.

Definition 3.6. Let 4 be a commutative Banach algebra. \B,a,R\ is an

(N)-extension of 4 provided it is a normed extension, E is nilpotent and every

even power of E has a Banach space complement in B.

Remark. Every normed extension {B, <t, R] with E finite dimensional

is an (N)-extension.

Theorem 3.4. Suppose Ais a commutative semi-simple Banach algebra such

that every normed singular extension splits. Then every (N)-extension splits.

Proof. Let the order of E be the smallest integer n for which En = {0}. The

proof is by induction on the order of E. If order E = 1, then E= {o} and B is

semi-simple.

Suppose the theorem holds when order R<n. Precisely we assume that

if {Ei, o-i, Ei} is an (A/)-extension of 4 and En_1= }o}, then {Ei, <Ti, Ei}

splits.
Let {B, a, E} be an (A7)-extension with E having order n. For each

*-l, • • • . [(w + l)/2], let Sk be a closed subspace of B with B = Sk®R2k~

and 5 be the Banach space complement of E. E2 and E2*~ will denote, respec-

tively, the Banach space closure of R2 and R2k.
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Consider B/R2~ and the map a of B/RF onto A defined by ö(l)=o(b)

for hQB/R2. Then (r_1(0) =7?/7?2~ and since 7?/7?2 has a Banach space

complement in 73/7?2~, {73/T?2 , a, 7?/7?2_} is a normed singular extension.

Thus by hypothesis there is a closed subalgebra A of 73/T?2 such that 73/7?2~

= A@R/R2~ with A isomorphic to A.

Let C= {cG73| cQA}. Then C is a closed subalgebra of 73 and the map

r: r(c) =c is a homomorphism of C onto A (identifying A and A). The kernel

of T is 7?2~ and since C= (CC\Sk) ®R2k~, { C, r, 7?2~} is an (A7)-extension of A

with order R2~ <n. Hence there exists a closed subalgebra A' of C (and thus

of 73) such that C = A'©7?2~.

Since 73/7?2~ = Ä©7?/7?2~ from A = C/7?2" and C=A'©7?2~ it follows that
every b in 73 is expressible as a sum a¿ +rt where a¿ QA' and nQR. If

a'QA'f~\R, then (a')n = 0. But A' being semi-simple implies a' = 0 and hence

73 = A'®7?, which is what we set out to prove.

In an analogous, though simpler, manner one can prove

Theorem 3.5. Let A be a commutative semi-simple Banach algebra. If for

every normed singular extension {73, o, R} of A with 7? finite dimensional we

have B = A' ©7? for some closed subalgebra A' of 73, then such a decomposition

holds for all normed extensions {73, a, 7?) of A where R is finite dimensional.

A consequence of Theorem 3.5 is that if H2(A, M) = {o} for all normed

A"-modules (M, ■) with Affinité dimensional, then if 73 is a commutative Ba-

nach algebra with finite dimensional radical, and 73/7? = A, then there exists a

closed subalgebra A' of 73 with 73= A'©7?.

Theorem 3.6. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra. Then the following

are equivalent.

(i) If {73, a, 7?} is a normed singular extension of A and 73=Ai©7?

= A2ffi7? where Ax and A2 are closed subalgebras of 73, then Ax = A2.

(ii) Hl(A, M) = {0} for all normed A-modules (M, •).

Proof. We show first that if Hl(A, M)tí {o} for some normed A-module

(M, •), then (i) fails. To this end let d be a bounded derivation of A into M

and let 73 = {(a, m) | aG^4 and mQM} where multiplication in 73 is defined by

(a, m)(a', ra') = (aa', a'-ra+a-ra') for all (a, m), (a', m')QB. If a is the map

taking 73 onto A defined by a((a, m)) = a for all (a, m) Q B and if

7?= {(0, ra)G73|raGAf), then {73,(7,7?} is a normed singular extension of A.

Clearly if Ax= {(a, 0) \ aQA }, then B = Ax®R. Also A2= {(a, d(a)) \ aQA } is

a closed subalgebra of 73 with 73=A2©7?. Hence this decomposition is not

unique.

Conversely assume Hl(A, M)={o] for all normed A -modules (M, •).

Suppose {73, a, R} is a normed singular extension of A and 73=Ai©7?

= A2©7?. Let 7 be an isomorphism of A onto Ax and define a normed A-

module (7?, •) by a-r = I(a)r. Since j4iC73 we can write each aiG^i uniquely
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as ai = h(ai)+r(a{) where A(ai)G42 and r(ai)ER. Clearly the map ci—*h(ai)

is an isomorphism of ^4i into A2. Also one can verify that a—>r(I(a)) is a

bounded derivation of 4 into (E, •)• Since 771(4, E) = {o}, r(7(a))=0 and

so oi = A(ai). Thus Ai is a subalgebra of A2. Similarly A2 is a subalgebra of ^4i.

Consequently Ai = A2 as needed.

An induction argument can be used to show that this theorem remains

valid if {B, a, R} is any normed extension of A with E nilpotent.

4. Cohomology groups of C(X).(i) The main object of this section is to

prove that the cohomology groups Hl(C(X), M) and H2(C(X), M) are trivial

for all normed C^X")-modules (M, •).

Theorem 4.1 of [2] asserts that if X is a compact Hausdorff space, if B is

a commutative Banach algebra with radical E, if B/R = C(X), and if there

exists a closed subalgebra A of B with B = A ®R, then A is unique. Using this

and Theorem 3.6, we have the following.

Theorem 4.1. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and (M, •) a normed

C(X)-module. Then Hl(C(X), M)= {o}.

In Corollary 2.2 of [10], Singer and Wermer have proved that there are

no nonzero derivations of C(X) into any semi-simple commutative extension

B. Theorem 4.1 shows that there are no nonzero bounded derivations of C(X)

into any commutative extension of C(X).

In order to prove that H2(C(X), M) = {o} for all normed C(X)-modules

(M, •) we shall use some results on extensions of bounded multilinear maps.

First let P be an arbitrary Banach space. For each bounded linear functional

h on P we write (x, h) for the result of the operator h on the element xEP.

P* will denote the linear space of bounded linear functionals on P and setting

||ä|| =sup{ | (x, h) | | xEP and ||x|| = 1}, P* is a Banach space. There exists an

isometric isomorphism 0 of P into P** such that for all hEP*, (x, h) = (h, <p(x)).

When there is no possibility of confusion the same symbol x will be used for

both the element xEP and its image <b(x) in P**. Further we shall write

<p(P) as P. In this sense, then, a Banach space P is reflexive if, and only if,

p = p**

The w*-topology in P* is that topology generated by sets of the form

N(ho, pi, ■ • • , p»; «) = {âGP*| \(Pí, h)-(Pi, A,)| <e, *-l, ■ ■ ■ , n] where
AoGP*, pi, ' • • , pnEP and e>0. A net {&„}»£# in P* is «»""-convergent to

hEP* provided (y, hn)^*(y, h) for all yEP- Since P is w*-dense in P**, if

xGP**, there exists a net {x„}„etf in P which is w*-convergent to x.

Let U be a bounded linear map of a Banach space P into a Banach space

Q. Then the adjoint map U*: Q*-*P* is defined by (p, U*q*) = (Up, q*) for
all pEP and q*EQ*. U**: P**->Q** is defined by U** = (U*)*. The proper-
ties of U* and U** are well known. In particular if pEP, U**(p) = U(p).

(') The author thanks the referee for indicating shortcuts in the original proofs of Theo-

rems 4.1 and 4.2.
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Now suppose that P, Q and 7? are Banach spaces and / is a bounded bi-

linear map of PXQ into 7?. Then in [l ] Arens defined an extension of / to a

map f***: P**XQ**-+R**. This map, the adjoint oí f, was defined in the

following way. First define /* : 7?* XP-+Q* by (q, f*(r*, p) = (f(p, q),r*) for all

pQP,qQQ and r*QR*. Then let/** = (/*)* and/*** = (/**)*. /*** has the
property that f***(p, q) =f(p, q) for all pQP and qQQ. Theorem 3.2 of [l]
asserts that for fixed qQQ**, p-^f***(p, q) is w*-continuous and also for

fixed pQP, q-*f***(p, q) is w*-continuous. In general, though, q—*f***(p, q)

is not «/""-continuous. Adopting the terminology of [l], we shall call the

bounded bilinear map/ regular if, and only if, q-^f***(p, q) is w*-continuous

for fixed pQP**. Theorem 4.2 will show that when P = Q= C(X) each bounded

bilinear map on C(X) X C(X) is regular.

If A is a Banach algebra, if P = Q-R = A, and if S: A XA-^>A is defined
by S(x, y) =xy, then S*** is an associative multiplication making A** into a

Banach algebra which, however, need not be commutative even if A is com-

mutative. If A is commutative, then regularity of 5 means that A** is

commutative. In case X is a compact Hausdorff space the algebra C(X)**

is a commutative Banach algebra and is, in fact, isometrically isomorphic to

a C(Y) for some extremely disconnected compact Hausdorff space Y.

UA is Banach algebra, (M, •) isa normed A-module, and if T: A XM^>M

is defined by T(a, m) — a-m, then the extension T***: A**XM**-+M** de-

fines a normed A**-module (M**, •) using the adjoint multiplication defined

in the last paragraph. There is no confusion in using the same symbol • for

both module operations since on AXM, T***= T. It is conceivable that the

adjoint of a bounded (k, Af)-cocycle is not a bounded (k, Af**)-cocycle of

A**. However, we shall see that if A = C(X), X compact Hausdorff, then

the adjoint of a bounded (k, M)-cocycle of C(X) is a bounded (k, M**)-

cocydeoiC(X)**.

Theorem 4.2. If X is a compact Hausdorff space and R is a Banach space,

then every bounded bilinear map f of C(X) X C(X) into R is regular.

Proof. Assume first that 7? is the complex number field. We must show

that for fixed xQC(X)**, the map y—>/**(*, y) is w*-continuous on C(X)**.

To this end define the bounded linear map T: C(X)—*C(X)* by (Tx)(y)

—fix, y) for all x, yQC(X). Then it is easily seen that for x, yQC(X)**,

(y, T**x) =/***(*, y) where in considering f***(x, y) we make the natural

identification of the complex number field with its double dual space. Since

C(X)* is weakly complete [3, IV. 13.22], Theorem VI. 7.6 of [3] implies that

the operator T is weakly compact. Hence by VI. 4.2 of [3], T** maps C(X)**

into the natural embedding <p(C(X)*) of C(X)* in C(X)***, i.e.. T**xQC(X)*

for all xQC(X)**. Thus if {)»„}„€# is a net in C(X)** and y„—>y in the w*-

topology of C(X)**, then for fixed xQC(X)**, we have/***(*, %) = (T**x, y„)

-+(T**x, y) =/***(*, y), i.e. for fixed xQC(X)**, the map y-*f***(x, y) is
«/""-continuous.
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For arbitrary E the result follows from this by noting that, for each

hER*, the map Fn: (x, y)-»(/(x, y), h) is regular and that F***(x, y)

= (h,f***(x, y)) for all x, yEC(X)**, again making the proper identification

of the complex numbers with its second conjugate space.

It follows from this theorem that if / is a bounded commuting (2, M)-

cochain of C(X), then/*** is a bounded commuting (2, M**)-cochain of

C(X)**. In particular this shows that multiplication in C(X)** is commuta-

tive.

In a similar way to [l] one can define the adjoint /<*+1>* of a bounded

¿-linear map /. Thus if / is a ¿-linear of PiX • • • XPk into Q, let f1*: Q*

XPi X • • • X Pk-i -» P* be defined by (pk, f*(q*, pi, • ■ ■ , pk-i))
= (f(Pu • • • , Pk), q*) for PiEPi and q*EQ*. Let /co * = (/«-!>*)*. The fol-
lowing theorem can be proved with this definition.

Theorem 4.3. Let P and Q be Banach spaces such that each bounded bilinear

operator from PXP into Q is regular. If &£a> and f is a bounded k-linear map

of Pk into Q with adjoint /<*+»>*, then f(k+1)* is w*-continuous in each variable

holding the other variables fixed.

Theorem 4.4. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and (M, •) a normed

C(X)-module. If f is a bounded (2, M)-cocycle of C(X), then f*** is a bounded

(2, M**)-cocycle of C(X)**.

Proof. Suppose *, y, zEC(X)** and {xk}keK, {y»}ne¡v and {zp}peP are

nets in C(X) which approach x, y and z, respectively, in the w*-topology of

C(X)**. Since/ is a (2, JI7)-cocycle, we have

xk-f(yn, zp) —f(xkyn, zp) +f(xk, ynzp) — zp-f(xk, yn) = 0.

In general,

w*-limlim lim xk-f(yn, zp) = x-f***(y, z),
k      n       p

w*-\im\im. Mm. f(xkyn, zp) = f***(xy, z),
k       n       p

and

w*-limlim lim/(xt, ynzp) = f***($, yz).
k      n      p

Also

w*-limlim lim zp-f(xk, yn) = w*-\im lim z-f***(xk, yn)
l       n       v in

= w*-\im z-f***(xk, y) = z-/***(x, y).
k

The last two equalities follow from Theorem 4.3. Thus

x-f***(y, z) -f***(xy, z) + f***(x, yz) - z-f***(x, y) = 0

and so/*** is a bounded (2, A7**)-cocycle of C(X)**.
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Remark. In a similar way the adjoint of a (k, ii)-cocycle of C(X) is a

(k, M**)-cocyde oí C(X)** for all kQw.
In Theorem 4.1 it was shown that TT^CÍX), M)= {o} for all normed

C(X)-modules (M, •)• Another proof of this is the following. Let d be a

bounded derivation of C(X) into M. Then d** is a bounded derivation of

C(X)** into M**. For a characteristic function £ of a Borel subset of X we

haved**(£)=¿**(£2) = 2£-d**(£) and so E-d**(E) = 2E-d**(E) =0. Thus
d**(E)=0. Since every x£C(X) may be approximated by finite linear

combinations of these characteristic functions, we obtain d**(x) =0 and hence

d(x) = OforallicGC(Z).
The next step is to show that H2(C(X), M) = {o} for all normed unital

C(X)-modules (M, •). This could be done directly, and in the case X is com-

pact metric such a proof may be found in [6]. However a simpler proof again

follows by using a result of Bade and Curtis [2]. Recall that they have shown

that if Y is an extremely disconnected compact Hausdorff space and 73 is a

commutative Banach algebra with radical 7? satisfying B/R = C(Y), then

there exists a closed subalgebra A1' of 73 with 73 = A' ©7?. From Corollary 3.3

it then follows that for every normed C(F)-module (M, •), each bounded

commuting (2, ilf)-cocycle of C(Y) is a bounded (2, M)-coboundary. We

now use this result to show that for an arbitrary compact Hausdorff space

X and an arbitrary normed C(X)-module (M, •), every bounded commuting

(2, M)-cocycle of C(X) is a bounded (2, Af)-coboundary.

In the course of the proof we shall need the following lemma which was

alluded to in §2.

Lemma 4.5. Suppose f is a bilinear map of an algebra A into an A-module

(M, ■). If gis a linear map of A into M and 8g=f, then for 2^nQu,

n-2

(4.5) nun-l-g(u) — g(un) = X «'•/(«, Mn_i_1).

i-O

Proof. For w = 2 it follows directly that 2u-g(u)—g(u2)=f(u, u). Assume

statement (4.5) is true for k — 1, i.e.

(4.6) (* - l)uk~2-g(u) - ¿(m*-1) = X «V(«! M*-'-2).

From 8g(u, uk~l) =f(u, w*-1) we obtain

(4.7) «-¿(m*-1) - g(uk) + uk-l-g(u) = /(«, m*-1).

Combining (4.6) and (4.7) we find

k-3

~g(uk) + (k - i)uk~1-g(u) - W   2 «'•/(«, M*_<~2) + Uk~1-g(u) =/(«,«*-!)

i-O

and so
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kuk~x-g(u) - g(uk) = 2Z Ui+1-f(u, M*-*-2) +f(u, W*-1) = 2Z «'•/(«, W*_i_1)
t—o i—0

and all is done.

Theorem 4.6. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and (M, •) a unital

normed C(X)-module. Suppose f is a bounded commuting (2, M)-cocycle of

C(X). Then there exists a bounded (1, M)-cochain g of C(X) withf=bg.

Proof. Let/*** be the adjoint of/. From Theorem 4.4,/*** is a (2, M**)-

cocycle of C(X)**. Since C(X)**= C(Y) for some extremely disconnected F,

there exists a bounded (1, A7**)-cochain g of C(X)** with 5g =/***. Thus for

x, yEC(X),

x-g(y) - g(xy) + yg(x) = f***(x, y) E M

where we again identify M with its natural embedding in M** and C(X) with

its natural embedding in C(X)**.

By Lemma 4.5,

n-2

MM"~l-g(u) - 2Z u¡-f(u, m"-«'-1) = g(u").

If uEC(X) and \u(t)\ =1 for all tEX, then

1 "=? M1-"
g(u)-2^«i_B+1-/(w»«B_<"1) =-«(«")•

n ,'_o »

Thus

Now

1    n-2

g(tt)-2Zt «i_B+1-/(M, M"-*-1)
»   Í-0

1   n-2

UIIIWI

J   n-2

— 2~1 «<_n+1 ■/(«, Mn~<_1) EM   and   — 2 «i_n+1 •/(«, «n_<_1) -» g(«)
w ,=0 n ,-_o

in the norm of C(X)**. Since Jlf is closed in the norm topology as a subspace

of M** it follows that g(u)EM when uEC(X) and |w(t)| =1 for all tEX.

But every continuous function w may be expressed as a linear combination

of four functions of this form. Indeed

w =
w

2i
[exp(i sin_1(wi/||w||) — exp(—i sin_l(wi/||w||)

+ i exp(i sin_1(w2/||w||)) — i exp(—i sin-1(it;s/||it»||))],

where Wi is the real part of w and w2 is the imaginary part of w. Since each of
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the four terms in the bracket is a continuous function with absolute value

equal to 1 we have that g(w)QM for all wQC(X) as needed. Thus g is a

bounded (1, M)-cochain of C(X) with ôg=f.

Theorem 4.7. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and (M, •) a unital

normed C(X)-module. Then H2(C(X), M)={o}.

Proof. We shall show first that if X is extremely disconnected and / is a

bounded (2, M)-cocycle of C(X), then/is commuting. To this end let £, £'

and £" be mutually orthogonal idempotents in C(X) (i.e., ££' = ££" = £'£"

= 0). Then using the fact that/ is a (2, ili)-cocycle it follows that

£•/(£', E) =/(££', £) +/(£, £'£) - £•/(£, £') = 0,

£•/(£', £) = £•/(£, £').

In the same way £'•/(£', £)=£'•/(£, £')•

Furthermore

£"•/(£, £') -/(£"£, £') +/(£", ££') - £'•/(£", E) = 0,

and so £"•/(£, £') =0. Similarly £"•/(£', £) = 0.

Now consider £, £' and £" = 1—£—£' where 1 is the multiplicative

identity in C(X). Then /(£, £') = (£+£'+£")•/(£, £') = (£+£'+£")

•/(£', £) =/(£', £). Hence if £ and £' are orthogonal idempotents, then

/(£,£')=/(£',£).
Let x, yQC(X). Then to each e>0 there exist mutually orthogonal idem-

potents {£<}"_! and constants *,-, y,-, *'=1, • • • , n with]]* — Xí-i XiEf\\ <e

and    \\y- E?_iy<EJI < «•    Hence    \\f(x, y) - 22-i£#-i*<3tf(£<, £>)||
^ll/(*- Er-i«Ä, y)]| +||/(E?-ixíEí, y- YS-iy&)\\ = OHI +11*11 !«• Also
||/(y. *) - Z?-i E?-i «Ofc/tfîi, EA\\ ú [||y|| +||*|| ]«. Since/(£,-, £/) =/(£,-, £.),
i, / = 1, •••,«, it follows that \\f(x, y)-f(y, x)||iî2€[||*||+||y||]. Thus
f(x, y) =/(y, x) in the case X is extremely disconnected.

In the general case, if/is a bounded (2, M)-cocycle of C(X), then/*** is

a bounded (2, M**)-cocycle of C(X)**. Since C(X)** is C(7) where 7 is

extremely disconnected,/*** is a commuting (2, A7**)-cocycle and thus/ is

a commuting (2, Jl7)-cocycle of C(X) since/*** restricted to C(X)XC(X)

equals /.

Thus by Theorem 4.6, H2(C(X), M) = {o} since that theorem says that

every bounded commuting (2, M)-cocycle is a bounded (2, Af)-coboundary.

Corollary 4.8. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. Then for all normed

C(X)-modules (M, ■), H2(C(X), M) = {o}.

This corollary follows from Theorem 4.7 and the remark after Theorem

1.5.
If X is locally compact but not compact then C(X) denotes the algebra,

with uniform norm, of complex-valued continuous functions on X which
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vanish at the point of infinity. This commutative Banach algebra has no

identity. If we adjoint a unit to C(X), then the new algebra is isomorphic to

C(X') where X' is the one point compactification of X.

If X is locally compact and (M, •) is a normed C^X)-module, then (M, •)

can be extended in the canonical manner to be a unital normed C(X')-

module. Thus using Theorem 1.6 we have the following.

Corollary 4.9. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space and (M, •) a

normed C(X)-module. Then Hl(C(X), M) = {o} and H2(C(X), M)= {o}.

Theorem 4.10. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space.

(1) Let B be a commutative Banach algebra with radical R. If R is nilpotent

and R and the closure of every even power of R have a Banach space complement

in B and if B/R = C(X), then there exists a unique closed subalgebra A' of B

withB=A'®R.
(2) Let B be a commutative Banach algebra with finite dimensional radical.

If B/R = C(X), then there exists a unique closed subalgebra A' of B with

B = A'®R.

Proof. These follow from Corollary 4.9 and the results of the third section.

Appendix

Two-sided modules. Thus far we have considered only one-sided A-

modules although the two sided case would give more information concerning

the structure of arbitrary Banach algebras. There are two reasons for making

our restriction. First is the ability to determine for selected Banach algebras

when all one- or two-dimensional cohomology groups vanish. Secondly in

Wedderburn Theorem considerations when the superalgebra itself is com-

mutative it suffices to consider just 1-sided modules.

Now let 4 be a Banach algebra and let (M, •) be a normed 2-sided A-

module. That is, (M, •) is a 2-sided module in the usual sense and there

exists E>0 such that for all aG4 and mEM, \\a-m\\^K\\a\\ \\m\\ and

||j»-o|| ^E||o|| ||í»||. Furthermore we assume that for all a, bEA and mEM,

aAm'b) = (a-m)-b. Next define S, the coboundary map, by

n

Sf(au - ' " » «n+i) = avf(a2, • • • , an+î) + 2~1 (—i)if(au ' ' ' > aia<+1> • • • j <*n+i)
•-i

+ (-l)n+1f(au ■ ■ ■ ,an)-an+i.

With this we can define bounded cocycles, coboundaries and cohomology

groups in essentially the same manner as before with the assumption that a

1-cocycle (or derivation) g is a coboundary provided there exists mEM such

that g(a)=a-m — m-a for all aEA. The statement HX(A, M)= {o} means

that every bounded derivation of 4 in M is inner.

If 4 is an algebra and (M, •) is a 2-sided ¿4-module, then (M, •) is unital
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as a left (right) module if, and only if, m E M and a-m = 0 (m-a = 0) for all

oG4 imply m = 0. Also (M, •) is a zero module when considered as a left

(right) module if, and only if, a-m = 0 (m-a = 0) for all aEA and mEM.

Let 4 be a Banach algebra with 1 as identity and (M, •) a normed 4-

module. Consider the following four 4-submodules of (M, ■).

Mo,o = {m E M\ x-m = m-x for all x E A},

Mo,i = {m E M | x-m = 0 for all x G A and ml = m\,

Mi,o = [m E M | m-x = 0 for all x G ^4 and 1 -m = m),

M 1,1 = {m G M\ \-m = m-í = m}.

Since m = (m — í-m — m-í + l-m-l) + (í-m — 1•íw • 1) + (m-í — í-m-í)

+ í-m-í, it is easy to show that .M"= A7o,o©A70,i6A7i,0©A7i,i. Also for all
kEa, Hk(A, M)=Hk(A, M0,o)®Hk(A, Mo,i)®Hk(A, Mi,0)®Hk(A, Mi,i).

Now if k>\ and/is a bounded (k, A70,i) or (k, A70,o)-cocycle of A, then letting

g(xi, • • • , x*_i) =/(l, Xi, • • • , x*_i), we have bg=f. If/is a bounded deriva-

tion of 4 into A7o,i or Mo,o, then if m=f(i), f(x)—x-m — m-x. Hence

7P(4, Afo,o)=7P(4, Mo,i)={o}. In a similar way 7P(4, Mi,o)={o} and

hence 7P(4, A7)=77*(4, Mi.O.
If 4 has no identity, then adjoining the unit e to 4 and letting (M, ■) be

a normed ^„-module with (x+\e)-m — x-m+\m and m• (x +Xe) = m■ x +\m

we find (M, •) is a unital normed 4e-module and as in Theorem 1.6, 77'(4, M)

= {0} if, and only if, Hi(A„ M) = {o} ,/ = l, 2.
Let 4 be a Banach algebra and (M, ■) a normed 4-module and suppose

S: AXM-^>M and T: MXA-+M are bounded bilinear functions which de-

fine the module, i.e., S(a, m)=a-m and T(m, a)=m-a for all aEA and

mEM. Then S(a, T(m, b)) = T(S(a, m), b) for all a, bEA and mEM. Recall
that we have defined in the previous section adjoint maps S***: 4**XM**

->A7**and 7'***: A7**X4**->Af**. Using Theorem 3.2 of [l], the following
statements can be verified :

(i) The adjoints S*** and T*** can be used to make M** into a two-

sided normed 4**-module (M**, •) which agrees with the usual module

when restricted to 4 and M.

(ii) The adjoints of one and two dimensional cocycles are again cocycles.

There is no problem in proving (i) and (ii) since in each term of the equa-

tions

a-(m-b) = (a-m)-b,

a-d(b) + d(a)-b = d(ab)

and

a-f(b, c) -f(ab, c) + f(a, be) - f(a, b)-c = 0,

the variables appear in the same order.
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Now let X be a compact Hausdorff space and (M, •) a normed C(X)-

module which is unital as a left module and with M finite dimensional. Then

it is well known that there exist projections Pi, • • • , P„ on M with P<P/

= ô<;P<and Z"-i Pi = 7, the identity operator, and also points Sx, • • • ,snQX

such that wra= Z?-i u(sAPi(m) for all uQC(X) and raGM. If (M, •) is
unital as a right module, then there exist tx, • • • , tnQM with ra-w

= Z?-i u(ti)Pi(m).
For each rQX, let E(r) be the characteristic function of {r}. Then the

map u-^fE(r)dft is a bounded linear functional on C(X)* and hence deter-

mines an element in C(X)** which we shall call e(r). Further for each mQM,

e(r)-m = 0 unless r = si, • • • , s» and e(s,)-ra = P,(ra). Similar statements are

valid on the right if (M, •) is unital as a right module.

Theorem A.l. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and (M, •) a normed

C(X)-module. If M is finite dimensional, then Hl(C(X), M) = {o} and

H2(C(X),M) = {0}.

Proof. It suffices in either case to prove this when (M, •) is unital both

as a right and left module. Let Si, • • • , s„GXsuchthatw-ra = ^?_iM(í,)P¿(ra)

= Z"-i u(si)e(si)-m for all uQC(X) and mQM.
(i) Let d be a bounded derivation of C(X) into M. Let ei = e(sA and let

ra= Z"-i ei-d**(eA, where d** is the double adjoint of d. Then

n n

x-m — m-x — x- Ze«-i***(e«) — Z ei-d**(eA-x.
i-X i-X

Since d* * is a derivation of C(X)** into M and x- XXie<-d**(e,)= Z?-i *(*.)«<

•d**(ex) = 2?.! ei-d**(eix) = Z?-i e,-e,-d**(x)+ Z<"-i e.-d**(e<) -x, we have

n

x-ra — m-x = 2 «••d**(«) = d(x).
i-X

Thus every bounded derivation is inner.

(ii) Let /be a bounded (2, M)-cocycle of C(X) and/*** its adjoint. Let

*(*)= 52-1 *.-/***(*.-,*)• Then

«g(*, y) = x- £ei-f**(ei,y) - ¿e,-/***(ef,*y) + Z *,••/***(*,*)• y
t-i «-i *-i

= Z *•/***(«,*, y) - Z *•/***(*, *y) + Z ei-f***(ei, x)-y
i-X <-l 1-1

= Z *•/***(*, y) = /***(*, y) = M y).•-i
Thus772(C(Z),M) = {0}.
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The connection between the Wedderburn principal theorem and coho-

mology groups is essentially the same as before. Thus we have the following :

Theorem. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra and B a (not necessarily

commutative) extension of A. Suppose R is the radical of B, E2= {o} and R is

finite dimensional. If H2(A, M)= {0} for all finite dimensional (M, •), then

there exists a closed subalgebra A' of B with B=A'®R. If Hl(A, M) = {o} for

all finite dimensional (M, ■) and if B = Ai®R = A2®R, then 4i and Ai are

quasi-inner automorphic, i.e. there exists an automorphism a of Ai onto Ai and

rER such thai o(a) =a — ar+ra for all aEAi.

As before the theorem holds for arbitrary finite dimensional E.

Theorem A.2. Let B be a Banach algebra with finite dimensional radical R

satisfying B/R = C(X) for some locally compact Hausdorff space S. Then there

exists a closed subalgebra C of B with B = C®R. If B = Ci®R = C2®R, then

Ci and d are quasi-inner-automorphic.

If 4 is a semi-simple commutative Banach algebra without an identity,

then there exists a module (M, •) such that 77^4, M)9i {o}. To this end let

M=A and define x-m = xm for xEA, mEM and w-x = 0. Then the identity

map d on A is a derivation of 4 into M. But if d(x) =x-m — m-x for some

mEM, then x = xm for all xG-4, contradicting the statement that A has no

unit.

However it is an open question whether H2(C(X), M) = {0} for all normed

C(X)-modules (M, •).

Added in proof. Theorem 4.1 can be improved to the following. If X is a

compact Hausdorff space and (M, •) is a one-sided COST)-module, then there

are no nontrivial derivations of C(X) into M. To show this let d be a deriva-

tion of C(X) into M and define a new norm 11 || on the algebra of continuous

functions on X by |||w||| =||w||oo+||d(M)||j\f. Then Theorem 4.1 of Bade and

Curtis [Homomorphisms of commutative Banach algebras, Amer. J. Math. 82

(1960), 589-608] implies that d is bounded (and hence equals 0) on some

dense subalgebra 7(E) of the form \u\uEC(X) and u(t)=u(t,) in a neigh-

borhood of tiEF} where F is a finite subset of X. If « = 0 in a neighborhood

F of Fand vEC(X), then u and uvEJ(F). Hence

0 = d(uv) = u-d(v) + v-d(u) = u-d(v),

and so Ex-p-d(v) =0, where Ex-f is the characteristic function of X — F. If

Ef is the characteristic function of E, then EF-d(v) =0, since v-^EF-d(v) is

essentially the sum of a finite number of point derivations. Thus d(v)

= Ep-d(v)+Ex-F-d(v)=Qiora\\vEC(X).
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